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We show a criticality of three water morphological transitions on pore-water transport and proton conductivity in Nafion of a
polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell, addressing its pore-size distribution and the Schröder paradox. The first transition leads
to the onset of proton conductivity; the second allows for the onset of the capillary percolation channels and proton conductivity
jump at a low water content �im,H2O = 5. Using this as immobile saturation, the predicted water distribution and cell performance
are in reasonable agreement with the available experiments. The third �the paradox, postulating further capillary advancing�
bounds the maximum water content on the cathode side of Nafion, which is also supported by the proposed adsorption isobar
�thermodynamic equilibrium limit�. These transitions appear in the available pore-size experiments which show capillary perco-
lation channel sizes. In addition, the optimal Nafion pore-water content is between the second and third transitions.
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Water management is a critical issue in the operation of a poly-
mer electrolyte membrane fuel cell �PEMFC�.1-3 A PEMFC consists
of several permeable layers, i.e., polymer electrolyte �PE, here
Nafion is considered�, catalyst layers �CLs�, microporous layers
�MPLs�, and gas diffusion layers �GDLs�.1,2 Without sufficient water
in PE and CLs, the proton transport and electrochemical reactions
are hindered, leading to poor performance. Whereas, excessive wa-
ter in CLs, MPLs, and GDLs impede reactant transport, also result-
ing in poor performance. Importance of liquid water in CL, MPL,
and GDL had been reported in many studies,4-7 and here we refer to
these studies for the roles of the pore water in these layers. However,
pore-water morphology and transport in PE had not been exten-
sively studied, mostly because of its mesopores, even though it plays
an important role in the proton conductivity.8-17 Here, we primarily
focus on thermodynamics, morphology, and hydraulics of pore wa-
ter in PE, and use existing developments in regard to CL, MPL, and
GDL.4,5

Pore-water states �morphologies� are influenced by the Nafion
heterogeneous wettability, i.e., its hydrophobic backbone terminated
with hydrophilic site SO3

− �sulfonic acid�, and pore-size
distribution.10,11,15,18 Its pore radius ranges from rp,PE
= 1 to 1000 nm, with a mean pore radius �rp� = 2 nm.18 The nano-
size pores critically influence the thermodynamic equilibrium
�chemical potential� of pore water with their overlapping surface
forces, resulting in adsorbed and capillary water.19,20 The pore-water
content is represented by the water content �H2O �ratio of the num-
ber of adsorbed water molecule to the number of sulfonic acid
site12� or by the liquid saturation s �fraction of pore volume occu-
pied by liquid water21,22�. The water content �H2O and liquid satu-
ration s are related through the porosity and molar volume.23 �H2O is
used for the diffusive water models,24 whereas s is used for the
hydraulic water models.21,23 Recently, water distribution throughout
PEMFC had been measured with the neutron imaging.20 However,
the predictions in Ref. 22 and 23 had shown disagreement with these
results, especially within Nafion. In addition, the existing PE perco-
lative model had addressed pore-water morphologies, but had not
been used to predict the water distribution.25

Here we propose a water percolation-channel mechanism in
Nafion, incorporating four liquid pore-water morphologies and their
morphological transitions, and predict the water distribution within
PEMFC s�z� and its role on the proton conductivity and cell perfor-
mance. We also discuss the thermodynamic equilibrium limit
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through the adsorption isobar, while addressing the Schröder para-
dox, and the effects of pore-size distribution and heterogeneous sur-
face wettability.

Pore Water in Nafion

Pore-water morphologies.— The four liquid pore-water mor-
phologies in Nafion were adsorbed cluster, adsorbed layer, capillary,
and flooded. These were postulated based on the available experi-
mental results11,12,21,26 and our observations using environmental
scanning electron microscopy �ESEM, FEI Quanta 200 3D�. The
images were taken at 3–6°C and 4.02–4.88 Torr. These environ-
mental temperature and pressure were much different from those in
operating PEMFC. In addition, the surface water behavior was not
the same as the pore water due to complex pore morphology and
overlapping surface forces. However, we assumed that the wetting
was not significantly different under similar humidity and tempera-
ture. We cautiously used the ESEM observed surface water, as
shown in Fig. 1a-d, as a guide for the pore-water behavior.

Figure 1a shows pore structure, including heterogeneous pore
sizes �pore throat, pore body� and surface wettability. Some water
molecules were ionized by dissociated proton from hydrogen mol-
ecule, and mainly formed hydronium H3O+. These hydroniums were
adsorbed by sulfonic acid �chemisorption-motivated local wetting�,
whereas neutral waters �H2O� were attracted by the van der Waals
forces �physisorption-motivated percolation�. The locally wetted wa-
ter was designated as adsorbed-cluster water. Because this remained
mechanically and electrically isolated, it was immobile and provided
no proton conductivity. This isolated adsorbed water was readily
observed in an ESEM image which showed a hydrophilic-like con-
tact angle and localized wetting by sulfonic acid sites �chemisorp-
tion�.

In Fig. 1b, the isolated, adsorbed-cluster water grew and coa-
lesced with the adjacent waters, which was named as the adsorbed-
layer water. These waters created the adsorbed-layer percolation
channels, resulting in an onset of the proton conductivity. However,
it still barely moved due to strong interactions with the Nafion sur-
face. This adsorbed-layer water was also observed in the ESEM
image.

In Fig. 1c, further growth led to instability due to an increase in
the adsorbed-water energy �chemical potential27�. This adsorbed
layer screened the surface force and mitigated the surface-force het-
erogeneity, showing hydrophobic-like wetting.28 This was readily
seen from an apparently hydrophobic-like contact angle in the
ESEM image. Then, at the threshold, a morphological transition to
capillary state occurred. This capillary water formed capillary-
percolation channels by connecting adjacent capillary water bodies.
ECS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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These channels provided for large proton pathways through a bulk-
like liquid water �hopping over Zundel and eigencations�.8,9,13,14,29,30

The meniscus curvature radius rc was predicted using the morpho-
logical transition theory. There were still large empty spaces in this
state. Mesopores significantly confined the fluid, leading to a rar-
efied gas �large Knudsen number�,31,32 while their strong surface
force altered the chemical potential of the fluid �near surfaces� and
resulted in adsorption and capillary transition.27,33 The confinement
effects were most pronounced for �LJ/rp � 0.25 �where �LJ is the
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Figure 1. �Color online� Evolution of pore-water morphologies �states�
within hydrated Nafion pores including ESEM images of microsize surface
water. �a� Isolated adsorbed-cluster water on hydrophilic sites, showing a
hydrophilic-like contact angle. Nafion pore-size heterogeneity �small throat
and large body� and surface wetting heterogeneity �hydrophobic Nafion
backbone and hydrophilic sulfonic acid SO3

−�. Hydrogen dissociates on the
anode side, and oxygen, proton, and electron react on the cathode side.
Ionized water �hydronium� is adsorbed by the sulfonic acid �chemisorption�.
�b� The adsorbed-cluster water grows and coalesces with the adjacent water
bodies to form the adsorbed-layer water. Adsorbed-layer water thickness is
designated as �H2O. �c� In small pore space �pore throat�, capillary transition
occurs due to overlapping strong surface forces and forms percolation chan-
nels for proton transport �by hopping via Zundel and eigencations �Ref. 8, 9,
13, 14, 29, and 30��. The meniscus radius in the capillary pressure rc is also
shown. �d� Flooded pore. The water transport and proton conductivity are
maximized.
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Lennard–Jones separation constant and rp is the pore size�.33-35 Al-
though �LJ/rp � 0.15 for the water-Nafion, the confinement effects
were still expected. Water morphological transitions were also ob-
served in our preliminary molecular dynamics �MD� simulation for
water confined in homogeneous nanogaps.36 �The original study was
for Ar–Pt; however we simulated water-Nafion using a single site,
nonpolarized water intermolecular potential.37� In some simulations,
we found direct transition from adsorbed cluster �i.e., not covering
the entire surface� to capillary water. This scattered-adsorbed or cap-
illary water led to an indefinite meniscus and contact angle in the
Laplace–Young �LY� and Kelvin equations, and a vague gas pres-
sure �due to only a small number of gas molecules in the pore�. The
Nafion structure also changed by swelling. However, LY and Kelvin
equations had been used in mesopores27 and in Nafion.18,22,25,38

Moreover, the percolative penetration model25 using the available
standard porosimetry results18 predicted the Nafion sorption
isotherm.39 Due to the current lack of an alternative water transport
model, we also used the capillary pressure, relative permeability,
and bulk liquid viscosity for pore water transport in Nafion, while
we were guided by the results from MD simulation,36 IR
spectroscopy,19 and proton conductivity measurements.14,17

In Fig. 1d, the empty pores were flooded by capillary imbibitions
discussed in the next section, and the proton conductivity was maxi-
mized. This flooding was also found in the ESEM micrographs.

Pore-water morphological transitions.— The morphological
transitions were adsorbed cluster to adsorbed layer, adsorbed layer
to capillary, and capillary to flooding water.

The adsorbed-cluster to adsorbed-layer water, i.e., adsorbed-layer
percolation channel, was related to the onset of the proton
conductivity.10,12,25 It was designated as �H2O,ad or sad,PE. Assuming
that homogeneous pore radius rp = 1 nm, pore length Lp = 20 nm,
equivalent weight = 1100 g/mole, density �PE = 2 g/cm3 �dry�,40

porosity �PE = 0.4,23 and liquid sulfonic acid density �SO3
−

= 1.831 g/cm3,41 it was predicted that each side of a cubic equiva-
lent sulfonic acid �SO3

− = 4.464 Å and the average space Ls

= 4.22 Å between the adjacent sulfonic sites �shown in Fig. 2a�.
Then, the first transition was predicted at �H2O,ad = 2.5, using further
assumptions of 1.5 hard sphere water molecules �dH2O = 2.77 Å25�
in the lateral spacing and one water molecule adsorbed on the top of
the sulfonic acid �Fig. 2a�. This prediction showed a good agreement
with the empirical result �H2O,ad = 2–2.3 in Ref. 10, 12, and 25.
Similarly, sad,PE = 0.18 was obtained using Eq. A2 and �PE = 0.4.23

The adsorbed layer to capillary water was important to the proton
conductivity jump and the hydraulic pore-water transport. The pro-
ton conductivity jump was found at �H2O � 5 in Nafion 11712 and
other ionomeric membranes42 and was related to the capillary
transition.12,43 This postulation was further supported by the onset of
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Figure 2. �Color online� �a� Water mor-
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dilution of 1H intradiffusion at �H2O � 6 in Ref. 44, an absorbed
bonding energy shift from hydronium to liquid water at �H2O

= 5–6 using Fourier transform IR transmission spectroscopy.19 For
the hydrodynamic pore-water transport, the electro-osmotic flow to-
ward the cathode resulted in narrow capillary percolation channels
�adsorbed-layer water, dryout� on the anode side of Nafion. As a
result, the capillary pressure gradient was created, and then the pore
water returned toward the anode side. When the pore water was
dried out, this circulation was broken as a result of the low proton
conductivity �below the jump� and the immobile pore water �gener-
ally, adsorbed water did not move�. So, this transition was set to the
immobile water content �H2O,im or equivalently, the immobile satu-
ration sim,PE as the minimum wetting state for the hydrodynamic
�capillary� pore-water transport, while the maximum wetting state
was related to Schröder paradox. Using the morphological transition
theory in Ref. 27, �H2O,im was predicted. This transition was related
to the system energy shift �chemical potential� by minimizing the
surface energy of the adsorbed pore water. Assuming a cylindrical
pore of radius rp, as shown in Fig. 2a, the chemical potential of
Nafion-water � was given as

� = �o�pg,oT� + ��H2O
− vH2O,l

�

rc

= �o�pg,o,T� + vH2O,lf��H2O� − vH2O,l
�

rc
�1�

where �o is the bulk chemical potential, pg,o is the bulk gas pres-
sure, ��H2O

is the chemical potential of adsorbed-layer water, �H2O is

the adsorbed-layer water thickness, � is the surface tension of pore
water, rc is the principal radius of curvature rc = rp − �H2O, and
vH2O,l is the molar volume of the liquid water. The last two terms on
the right side of Eq. 1 corresponded to the surface energy change
between adsorbed-layer water and Nafion. The detailed derivations
are found in Ref. 27. Assuming a cylindrical pore the morphological
transition occurred at rc = ra-c, and we had

� = rc
2� �f

�rc
�

rc=ra-c

�2�

where f was given as

f = − c 	 1

r6dV c = 4�LJ�LJ
6 �3�

�LJ is the depth of the potential well, �LJ is the separation constant,
and � = 	nfc/6, where nf is the number density of adsorbed water.
From Eq. 2, the closed-form solution was obtained as

rp
2

ro
2 =

ra-c
2

rp
2 
1 −

ra-c
2

rp
2 �−5/2

P3/2
1 �
1 +

ra-c
2
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2 �


1 −
ra-c

2
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2 � �4�

where ro = �3	�/vH2O,l��1/2 and P3/2
1 is the associated Legendre

function.
Although a realistic Nafion pore network was complex, the ho-

mogeneous pore size assumption was used due to the criticality of
the mean pore radius �predominant population�. Furthermore, in op-
eration of PEMFC, the pore surface was covered either by the ad-
sorbed layer or capillary water for the high proton conductivity, and
this in turn minimized the heterogeneity in surface wettability. So,
the homogeneous surface wettability �force� was also assumed. Us-
ing Eq. 4 and the mean pore radius �rp� = 2 nm,18 the single site,
nonpolarized water molecule interactions, 
LJ = 15.319 kJ/mol, and
�LJ = 3.016 Å,37 �H2O,im was predicted and shown in Fig. 2b. In-
deed, the cubic-equivalent sulfonic acid sites made for a collective
layer thickness �SO3

−. Thus, the effective pore radius was reduced by
� −, i.e., �r � = �r � − � − = 1.554 nm, as shown in Fig. 2a.
SO3 p,eff p SO3
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With this, we had ra-c/�rp,eff� = 0.63, and we used the ra-c as the
meniscus radius in the capillary pressure appeared in Eq. 8.
ra-c/�rp,eff� = 0.63 corresponded to 2 water molecules on the top of
each sulfonic acid site. Also, because the pore water was locally
hydrated on the sulfonic acid site, it was assumed that water mol-
ecules were equally adsorbed on the four sides of the cubic sulfonic
acid. Our preliminary MD results also showed this cluster adsorp-
tion �on a homogeneous surface�, and we expected that site local-
ization was possible on heterogeneous surfaces. Considering these 4
water molecules and the additional 2 on the top, we had �H2O,im

= 6. Because this was close to the experimental value of �H2O,im

= 5 reported in Ref. 12, 19, and 43, we used �H2O,im = 5 as the
immobile saturation �minimum saturation for capillary percolation
channel�, and equivalently sad,PE = 0.33 using Eq. A2 and �PE
= 0.4.

The third transition was capillary to flooding, which was related
to the Schröder paradox and low liquid saturation accordingly. The
paradox was dual water uptakes by Nafion12,21,28,45 at the same
chemical potentials of full vapor saturation �aH2O = 1� and liquid
saturation.21 This is explained in Ref. 46, using the gel thermody-
namics, in Ref. 12, using transition from multilayered adsorption to
capillary, and in Ref. 38 using physicochemical-capillary water with
transitional chemical potential change by surface energy. In addi-
tion, the paradox was explained using the mechanical “snap-off” of
two-phase percolation,47,48 i.e., eventual choking the pore throat by
bridging the adjacent adsorbed layers. Recently, no paradox was
found when thermal-treatment histories of Nafion were identical and
showed that measured water sorptions at full vapor saturation over-
lapped those at full liquid saturation.49 However, the paradox might
still occur in the operating cell because observed water sorptions
decreased with a temperature increase, which was evidence for wa-
ter sorptions at full vapor saturation.20 Here we postulated that this
paradox was related to further capillary imbibitions, noting that no
significant liquid water accumulation was observed on the Nafion
surface.20 In addition, note that there was a large liquid pressure
barrier for the capillary imbibitions because of the hydrophobic
Nafion with a small mean pore radius �2 nm�. These hindered the
liquid water advancing, and we assumed that the maximum pore
water state was the thermodynamic equilibrium state with full vapor
saturation �hygroscopic treatment�. Thus, this hygroscopic, thermo-
dynamic maximum, predicted by the temperature-dependent isobar,
set a limit on the pore water. Furthermore, this resulted in a smaller
liquid saturation compared to previous predictions in Ref. 22 and 23
and supported our proposed capillary percolation mechanism.

Maximum pore-water content.— The temperature-dependent ad-
sorption isobar for Nafion at p/po = 1 using the modified Brunauer–
Emmett–Teller �BET� is presented in Ref. 25. The modified BET
equation was given as25

�H2O

�H2O,ad
=

c�T�k�T��p/po�
�1 − k�T�p/po��1 + �c�T� − 1�k�T�p/po�

�5�

where the �H2O, c�T�, and k�T� are adsorbed water on the mono-
layer, BET parameter, and activity parameter, respectively. Here,
these parameters were fitted using the experimental results found in
Ref. 12, 50, and 51, and we had

�H2O,ad = 2.3

c�T� = exp��Ea/kBT�

k�T� = 1.786–3.194 � 10−3T �6�

where �Ea is the activation energy and predicted as 307.2 meV. The
water adsorption isobar for Nafion �H2O at po = 1 atm is shown in
Fig. 3. The maximum �H2O = 14 occurred at T = 30°C,12 and it
decreased as the temperature increased. The prediction underesti-
mated the measured data in Ref. 51, and this was related to the
ECS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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sample pretreatment. Note that at T = 80°C, the water uptake was
�H2O � 7. This was used as the thermodynamic equilibrium limit
and was compared to the predicted liquid saturation distributions
s�z�.

Governing Equations for Pore-Water Distribution

We proposed a capillary-hydrodynamic model for pore water in
Nafion, whereas the previous mathematical models4,5 were used in
CLs, MPLs, and GDLs to predict liquid saturation distribution s�z�
throughout PEMFC. Figure 4 shows a schematic drawing of perco-
lation channel including an ESEM image of water on each layer
surface as well as key mathematical formulations with transport pa-
rameters. Fuel cell performance �e − jc was also predicted using
the predicted s�z� and the relation given as52

�e = �e
o − �e,o − �e,a − �e,c

= �e
o − 	 je

�H+�s�
dz −

RT

2F
ln
 je

je,o
� + kc ln
 pH2

2 pO2

pg,H2O
2 �

�7�

where �e
o is the reversible electrochemical potential ��e

o

= 0.18 V at T = 80°C1�, �e,o is the ohmic loss, �e,a is the acti-
vation loss, �e,c is the concentration loss, je,o is the exchange cur-
rent density, �H+�s� is the proton conductivity, R is the ideal gas
constant, T is the temperature in CL, F is the Faraday constant, kc is
the concentration loss constant, and pH2

, pH2O, and pO2
are the par-

tial pressures of the hydrogen, vapor, and oxygen in CLs, respec-
tively. Considering the electro-osmotic flow driven by proton trans-
port and back-capillary flow from anode to cathode, the Onsager
relation was given as32,40

je = �− �H+�s� � e,o −
�H+�s��eo

F
V̄H2O � pc�s��

ṁH2O,l =
1

MH2O
�−

�H+�s��eo

F
� e,o − � �lMH2OKKrl�s�

�lV̄H2O

+
�H+�s��eo

2

F2 �V̄H2O � pc�s��
� · j = 0
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Figure 3. �Color online� Variation in the temperature-dependent adsorption
isobar of �H2O for Nafion 117 at p/po = 1 �po = 1 atm�, using the modified
BET model �Ref. 25� and the experimental data �Ref. 12, 50, and 51�.
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� · ṁH2O,l = 0 �8�

where je is the electrical current density, Sr�s� is the reduced satu-
ration, �H+�s� is the proton conductivity, �eo is the electro-osmotic
coefficient, pc�s� is the capillary pressure, ṁH2O,l is the superficial
liquid water mass flux rate, �l is the liquid water density, K is the
absolute permeability, Krl�s� is the relative permeability, �l is the
viscosity of liquid water, and MH2O is the molar mass of water. The
electro-osmotic coefficient �e,o = 153 is used because we empha-
sized on �H2O�z� � 14. The local liquid water mass flux by capillary
pressure was given as54

ṁH2O,l = −
�lKKrl

�l
� pc = −

�lKKrl

�l

dpc

dSr
� � Sr �9�

where Sr is the reduced saturation

Sr�s� =
s − sim

1 − sim
�10�

and sim is the immobile saturation. sim,PE = 0.33 at the anode side of
Nafion, as discussed in the Pore-Water Morphological Transitions
section, while sim,i = 0.1 was used for all the other layers.4 Krl�s� is
the relative permeability, and we use54

Krl�s� = Sr�s�3 �11�

For the capillary pressure, the van Genuchten model was used as54,55
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Figure 4. �Color online� Schematic of pore-water states in PE �Nafion�, CL,
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duction by the electrochemical reaction, and percolation throughout all the
layers are also shown. ESEM images of water on PE �Nafion�, MPL, and
GDL surfaces are also shown. The list of transport parameters, boundary
conditions, and surface droplet image on GDL reproduced by permission
from Ref. 57 is also shown.
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pc =
� cos �c

�K/��1/2 �Sr�s�n/1−n − 1�1/n �12�

where n = 3.56 for GDL �Toray 090�.55 Parameter n influenced the
capillary pressure gradient and became sensitive to n where the satu-
ration was close to the immobile saturation. Because Nafion was
overall hydrophobic �similar to GDL from ESEM observations�, we
used n = 3.56 for Nafion.

Capillary pore water in Nafion continuously connected with per-
colation channels in the adjacent layers, i.e., CLs, MPLs, and GDLs;
thus liquid pressure was expected to be continuous. In general, the
continuous liquid pressure was satisfied with the liquid saturation
jump where the layer pore size was mismatched.4,5 However, the
liquid pressure continuity may not be satisfied especially at a large
pore-size mismatched interface as observed using X-ray �nearly
doubled liquid saturation jump at the interface�.56 Moreover, the
liquid pressure was not continuous across the boundaries where the
pore size was vastly different,5 i.e., water oozing out of small pores
was independent of the liquid pressure in the large pores to which it
flowed. Here, we used the doubled saturation jump condition

�Sr,f�+ = 1
2 �Sr,c�− �13�

where the subscripts f and c correspond to the fine and coarse media,
respectively, and the subscripts � and � are the interfaces facing
toward gas channel �GC� and Nafion, respectively.

In CLs, it was assumed that vapor water was produced by the
electrochemical reaction on the cathode side, and no evaporation/
condensation was allowed on both sides, as shown in Fig. 4. The
water mass transport was conserved in CLs, and the given reactant
mass flow rate for electrochemical reaction was given as

ṁH2,A = MH2

je

2F
ṁO2,C = − MO2

je

4F
�14�

In CLs and MPLs, the one-dimensional effective diffusion model
was used,4 whereas a two-dimensional diffusion analysis was made
in GDLs. At the interfaces between GDLs and GCs, the channel ribs
�landings� blocked the passages of water and fuels. This imperme-
able interface caused a decrease in the species diffusion through
GDL �due to the increased diffusion path�. On the permeable GDL
surface �outside of landing areas�, we considered a surface-
convective resistance for oxygen supply. Thus, the Maxwell–
Stephen equation for oxygen diffusion was solved in two dimen-
sions with the impermeable boundary conditions under the channel
ribs �Lch = 1 mm and Lrib = 1 mm� and periodic boundary condition
along the y direction. However, we used an averaged �along the y
direction� liquid saturation because no significant variation was
found in the experimental results at T = 80°C.20 Further gas diffu-
sion resistance resulted from blockage by surface water droplets on
the GDL surface, shown in Ref. 7 and 57. These droplets hindered
interfacial oxygen transport, especially at high current densities, and
caused a significant concentration loss. The surface droplets formed
by oozing of water out of GDL and by condensing vapor in the gas
channel and were intermittently sheared away by the channel gas
flow. Thus, the extent of droplet coverage was transient and here we
assumed an average of 40% surface coverage based on the visual-
ization reported in Ref. 57, in turn increasing the impermeable por-
tion of the interface �in addition to the landing areas�. We placed this
blockage in between the landing areas �Fig. 4�. The parameters used
to solve the governing equations are listed in Tables I and II.

Results and Discussion

Pore-size distribution in Nafion and its role in liquid satura
tion.— Pore-size distribution is important to the capillary
percolation-channel size �occupying pore�. The occupying pore vol-
ume using the standard porosimetry method with water is
measured,18 and the results are represented as the liquid saturation
and water content using Eq. A1 and A2 in Appendix A, as shown in
Fig. 5. The measured pore radii vary from 1 to 1000 nm �r
p

ownloaded 10 Aug 2009 to 141.212.136.208. Redistribution subject to 
� 1000 nm is ignored because those may be due to Nafion rough
surface pores�, and mean pore radius �rp� = 2 nm is estimated using
Eq. B1 in Appendix B. In addition, the empirically determined mor-
phology transition radius using the vapor-equilibrated and liquid-
equilibrated isotherms45 shows good agreements with the
measurement.18 The three morphological transitions, �H2O,ad = 2.3,
�H2O,im = 5, and �H2O,c-f are also indicated to determine the
percolation-channel size �radius�.

Here, the percolation-channel sizes are empirically determined as
1.7 � rp � 4 for the adsorbed percolation, 4 � rp � 13 for the
capillary-percolation channel, and rp � 13 for the Shröder paradox.
Note that the predictions for the first and second transitions are
made based on rp = 1 nm and �rp� = 2 nm, respectively, while the
corresponding occupied pore radii are rp,ad = 1.7 nm and �rp,im�

Table I. Layer properties used in the models.

Layer Parameter Description Magnitude

Nafion K Absolute permeability 1.8 � 10−18 m2a

�c,PE Contact angle 110°
rc Principal radius of curvature 1.3 nm
sim,PE Immobile saturation 0.33
�PE Porosity 0.25 �reduced�
LPE Layer thickness Nafion 112 50 �m

CL K Absolute permeability 2 � 10−16 m2b

�c,CL Contact angle 145°
sim,CL Immobile saturation 0.1
�CL Porosity 0.25 �reduced�
LCL Layer thickness 10 �m

MPL K Absolute permeability 8 � 10−14 m2b

�c,MPL Contact angle 130°
sim,MPL Immobile saturation 0.1
�MPL Porosity 0.3 �reduced�
LMPL Layer thickness 30 �m

GDL K Absolute permeability 8.3 � 10−12 m2c

�c,GDL Contact angle 120°
sim,GDL Immobile saturation 0.1
�GDL Porosity 0.6 �reduced�
LGDL Layer thickness 300 �m

a Reference 40.
b Reference 5.
c Reference 55.

Table II. Parameters used in the prediction.

Parameter Description Magnitude

Dm,O2
Oxygen diffusivity 30.3 mm2/s

Dm,H2
Hydrogen diffusivity 114 mm2/s

Dm,H2O Vapor diffusivity 34.5 mm2/s
je,o Exchange current density 1 �A/cm2

kc Concentration loss constant 0.04 V
Lch Width of channel 1 mm
Lrib Width of channel rib �landing� 1 mm
p Pressure 2.4 atm
T Temperature 80°C
vH2O,l Molar volume of water 1.8 � 10−5 m3/mole
xO2,� Oxygen mole fraction 0.168
xH2,� Hydrogen mole fraction 0.80
xH2O,� Vapor mole fraction 0.20
�eo Electro-osmotic coefficient 1
�e

o Maximum reversible voltage 1.18 Va

�l Viscosity of liquid water 0.000405 kg/m s
� Surface tension 0.0644 N/m

a Reference 1.
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= 4 nm, which are larger than those assumed in the analyses. These
discrepancies may be related to the oversimplifying of the complex
topology of pores in Nafion. The homogeneous pore assumption
may represent only the effective pore throat �percolation channels,
Fig. 1a�, ignoring variable area pores �pore bodies�. So, we expect
the actual rp,ad and rp,im to be larger than 1 nm and �rp� = 2 nm. It is
found that the capillary-percolation channels form by selectively
occupying pores, and this in turn results in low liquid saturation
distribution as observed in Ref. 20.

Proton conductivity.— Considering the morphological transi-
tions, the measured water content and proton conductivity12 are ana-
lyzed, as shown in Fig. 6. The general discussions are omitted, and
here we emphasize key features, i.e., roles of morphological transi-
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Figure 5. Variation in liquid saturation �or water content� with respect to the
pore radius rp from water sorption of Nafion �Ref. 18 and 45�. Fully liquid-
and vapor-saturated states �aH2O = 1 or �H2O = 14� are shown. The adsorbed-
layer saturation sad,PE, immobile saturation sim,PE, mean pore size radius �rp�,
and the transition in the Schröder paradox are also shown.
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tions. Criticality of three morphological transitions appeared in the
onset of the proton conductivity by adsorbed-layer water transition
at �H2O,ad = 2.3 �sad,PE = 0.18�, in the proton conductivity jump by
capillary water transition at �H2O,im = 5 �sim,PE = 0.33�, and in fur-
ther jump by Schröder paradox at �H2O = 14 �sim,PE = 0.78�.

Considering the morphological transitions, a modified proton
conductivity �H+�s,T� is proposed as a function of the water content,
using experimental results in Ref. 12. With the Arrhenius relation for
the temperature dependence,24 we have

�H+��H2O,T� = 0 �H2O � 2.3

�H+��H2O,T� = �0.0074��H2O − 2.3��

�exp�1268
 1

303.2
−

1

T
�� �H2O � 5

�H+��H2O,T� = �0.0041��H2O − 5.0� + 0.030�

�exp�1268
 1

303.2
−

1

T
�� �H2O � 5 �15�

This modified relation is used in Eq. 7 and 8, and the liquid satura-
tion distribution s�z� and cell performance curve are given in the
following sections.

Pore-water (saturation) distribution.— The pore-water distribu-
tion throughout PEMFC is predicted using the hydrodynamic model
for T = 80°C and je = 0.75 A/cm2 and is compared with the experi-
mental results,20 as shown in Fig. 7a and b. The measured water
volume20 is represented as the liquid saturation s�z� in Fig. 7a and
water content �H2O�z� in Fig. 7b, assuming no swelling of Nafion
and the reduced porosity of each layer due to the expected mechani-
cal compression in PEMFC �Table I� and Eq. A1 and A2 in Appen-
dix A. The prediction of s�z� shows the maximum liquid saturation
at the cathode side of Nafion where water is produced there, while
s�z� decreases toward both anode and cathode channels, showing
that the liquid water transports by capillary pressure gradient. The
predictions show a reasonable agreement to the experiment with
maximum liquid saturation of s�z� � 0.35, with overestimation by
nearly 100% in all the layers. This discrepancy of the lowered liquid
water measurement may be due to the large measurement uncer-
tainty at high spatial resolution �� 16.4 �m�, or unknown material/
geometrical parameters used in the predictions.23 Regardless, this
prediction using the low immobile saturation sim,PE = 0.33 or
�H2O,im = 5 results in better agreement with the experiment com-
pared to the previous study �high sim,PE = 0.78 or �H2O,im = 14 at the
Schröder paradox�.23

To further demonstrate the pore water in Nafion, the distribution
of water content �H2O,PE�z� and proton conductivity is shown in Fig.
7b. The measured water content increases from the anode to the
cathode side, even though it is nearly constant �H2O,PE�z� � 2 which
is close to �H2O,ad. These low liquid saturations seem to be too low
for required proton conductivity, i.e., �H2O,im = 5 �or sim,PE = 0.33�.
Here, as discussed, using required liquid saturation at the anode
side, sim,PE = 0.33, monotonically increasing s�z� � sim,PE up to
�H2O,PE�z� � 8 is obtained. This maximum water content is similar
to the thermodynamic, equilibrium maximum �Eq. 6�.

Therefore, the proposed capillary pore-water percolation model
with low �H2O,im appears plausible and explains the measured low
liquid saturation. Moreover, no high water content of the Schröder
paradox is necessary to have a good proton conductivity. The in-
verse treelike percolation channel model in GDLs and MPLs4 is also
supported by this low liquid saturation distribution.

Note that we assume nonswelling Nafion for the sake of simplic-
ity of analysis and then compare with the predictions by available
experimental water sorption data with swelling Nafion. However,
the proposed thermodynamic equilibrium limit shows only as high
ECS license or copyright; see http://www.ecsdl.org/terms_use.jsp
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as �H2O � 7 which is not enough to make a significant difference in
water sorption and membrane structure by swelling. In addition, the
nonswelling membrane would allow for lower water sorption than
the swelling membrane, where it is still bounded by the thermody-
namic equilibrium limit. Thus, our prediction of low �H2O �high
operating temperature� is still plausible.

Fuel cell performance.— Figure 8 shows the predicted cell per-
formances using Eq. 7 and comparisons with the available experi-
mental results for T = 80°C.20 The measured electrical potential
�e drops sharply at the low current density regime, je
= 0–0.25 A/cm2, mainly due to the activation loss for the limited
reaction rate, while it linearly decreases due to the ohmic loss �lim-
ited proton conductivity� at a moderate current density regime, je
= 0.25–0.75 A/cm2. This shows that the proposed proton conductiv-
ity �Eq. 15� predicts the moderate ohmic loss. At moderate and high
current densities, j = 0.25–1.25 A/cm2, a limited oxygen supply
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causes a significant reduction in �e. The predictions do not match
the experiments at high current densities, and one possible reason is
an additional oxygen diffusion resistance by the surface droplet, as
addressed in the previous section. The performance is also predicted
considering a 40% surface coverage and reduces the maximum cur-
rent density by 18%. Other possible reasons may be our one-
dimensional treatment of the liquid saturation in GDL �but oxygen
diffusion treatment is two dimensional�, and the liquid saturation
jumps at the interfaces, e.g., Eq. 13. Further improvements can be
made by considering two-dimensional liquid saturation, by improv-
ing the liquid saturation jumps at these interfaces as suggested in
Ref. 56, by considering available thermal model,58 and an extensive
GDL mechanical compression ratio �45% compression ratio allows
for a nearly 25–35% decrease in the maximum available current
density at �e = 0.3 V�.59 The model can be further improved using
the two-phase, pore-network model.60,61

Optimal pore-water state in Nafion.— The optimal PE pore wa-
ter requires the capillary-percolation channels for the high proton
conductivity and the effective back-capillary flow. Neither dry nor
flooding Nafion is desirable because the first limits the proton con-
ductivity and the latter results in excess hydration of CLs and hin-
ders fuel supplies. In addition, the hygroscopic thermodynamic equi-
librium limits the maximum pore-water content. Thus, the optimal
PE pore-water state is between the second and third morphological
transitions. These are represented by the water content �H2O, liquid
saturation s, occupied pore radius rp, and proton conductivity �H+,
as shown in Fig. 9. Note that the thermodynamic equilibrium �ad-
sorption isobar� is temperature dependent, and we use the experi-
mental condition T = 80°C, which is a near optimal operating tem-
perature �for the maximum current density20,62,63�. This result in 5
� �H2O � 7 �0.33 � s � 0.5� is desirable as the optimal water
content, corresponding to the 4 � rp � 8 nm and 0.03 � �H+

� 0.04 1/� cm.
This optimal pore-water state can be better controlled by large

hydrophilic sites and continuous small pore size �because these lead
to low saturation capillary morphological transition and continuous
percolation channels�. In particular, on the anode side, an increase in
the population of small pores with large sulfonic acid sites �by sur-
face manufacturing� would be helpful to keep sPE � sim,PE �avoiding
dryout�. Note that excess sulfonic acid sites limit proton conductiv-
ity.
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Conclusions

Four pore-water states and three morphological transitions are
proposed for the percolation-channel mechanisms in Nafion. Criti-
cality of the transitions on proton conductivity and hydraulic pore
water transport is discussed, while addressing Nafion pore-size dis-
tribution and the Schröder paradox. We find that the first transition is
related to the onset of proton conductivity; the second leads to the
onset of the capillary percolation channels and proton conductivity
jump at �H2O,im = 5, using the pore-water morphology transition
theory.27 Using this as immobile saturation, the predicted water dis-
tribution s�z� shows a reasonable agreement with the
measurement.20 We also find that the third transition is related to the
paradox, postulating further capillary advancing, which allows for
the thermodynamic equilibrium limit �adsorption isobar�. Using the
modified BET,25 a temperature-dependent adsorption isobar is pre-
dicted and shows that this limits the maximum water content on the
cathode side of Nafion. These transitions appear in the experimental
pore-size distribution which shows capillary percolation channel
sizes. Based on these transitions, the optimal Nafion pore water
content is in between the second and third transitions, i.e., capillary-
percolation mechanism.

Validity of the capillary-percolation mechanism is further dis-
cussed in the comparison with experiments using neutron imaging.20

The good agreement in the ohmic loss supports the proposed proton
conductivity model. An underestimation of the concentration loss is
suggested to be related to the surface droplets. The proposed capil-
lary pore water in Nafion continuously connects with capillary water
CLs, MPLs, and GDLs4,5 to form the capillary percolation channels
and leads to the optimal pore water state throughout PEMFC.
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Appendix A
Relation Between Water Content and Liquid Saturation

The occupying liquid pore-water volume ratio is represented as the variation in the
water content �H2O given as23

VH2O,l

Vp + VPE
=

�H2OvH2O

vPE + �H2OvH2O
�A1�

where VH2O,l is the liquid water volume in the pore, Vp is the pore volume, vPE is the
molar volume of Nafion, and vH2O is the molar volume of water. Using Eq. A1, the
liquid saturation s is given as54

s =
VH2O,l

Vp
=

�H2OvH2O

�PE�vPE + �H2OvH2O�
�A2�

where �PE is the porosity of Nafion.

Appendix B
Average Pore Radius

The average pore radius �rp� is estimated as18

�rp� =
1

VH2O,l,max
	

rp,min

rp,max 
dVH2O,l

drp
�rpdrp �B1�

where rp is the pore radius and VH2O,l is the liquid water volume. In Ref. 18, rp,min

= 1 nm and rp,max = 100 nm are used.
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